
Get comfy and please also say hi and where you’re from 
in the chat window.

Welcome to the 
Her Retirement’s

Roadmap to Retirement Readiness

Copyright 2018-2023. Her Retirement
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Hi there. I’m your 
RetireMentor, 
Lynn Toomey

Don’t Stop Believing
a Better Life & 

Retirement IS Possible. 

You’re going to be ok 
(maybe even better than ok)!

I know it’s a crazy stressful 
time. But as my mom says, 

“This too shall pass.”
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Happy
International Women’s 

Day
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My Earliest Memory…
a giant box and a 

linoleum floor
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Research proves there’s a HUGE link
between financial stability, confidence, 

health and happiness. 

It’s the dream and promise of doing 
better monetarily over the years and 
feeling more financially secure that 

allows us to focus on designing a life of 
meaning, with intention.
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Financial Wellness and Health

▪ Financial health and personal health are more connected than 
you might think.

▪ A 2019 Bankrate survey showed that more than half of 
Americans lose sleep over money troubles.

▪ High levels of financial stress manifest through physical 
symptoms like sleep loss, anxiety, headaches/migraines, 
compromised immune systems, digestive issues, high blood 
pressure, muscle tension, heart arrhythmia, depression, and a 
feeling of being overwhelmed.

Source: Arnold, Kristin. “Survey: Surprisingly, fewer people losing sleep over money issues right now.” Bankrate, 2019. 

https://www.bankrate.com/finance/credit-cards/losing-sleep-survey/



This Class is For You If…
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• You have less than 15 years from retirement (or have just retired).
• You have many questions about retirement you need answers for.
• You are an open-minded, action-taker ready to commit to improving 

your outcome.
• You want to understand all the gaps, risks and opportunities you have 

as you transition into and live in retirement.
• You want to know some little-known secrets to improving your 

retirement outcome.
• You’ve worked and saved and know you need a plan, but don’t know 

how to put it all together.
• You want to plan so you can focus on other priorities in life.
• You haven’t found anyone who’s willing to teach you, listen to your 

concerns and then help you get her done.
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1. I’m too far behind
2. This is a man’s job
3. This is too complicated
4. I make plenty of money. I 

don’t need a plan
5. I have a 401k…I’m all set
6. I have a stock/bond 

investment portfolio…I’m 
good

7. It’s easier to ignore and hope 
for the best

8. I can do this myself

Some Things We Want to Dispel



Housekeeping…

▪ Can everyone hear me and see me? 

▪ Get comfy: turn off and tune out distractions

▪ 90 minutes in duration today

▪ Replay links will be available day after class

▪ Spend some time with this preso (being made into a book)

▪ Taking notes: pen and paper

▪ Please be interactive….post questions and comments in the 
chat or Q&A area (prize to peeps who comment most)

▪ No such thing as a stupid question

▪ This is a judgement free zone.
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Disclosure

▪ This material has been prepared for informational and educational purposes 
only. It is not intended to provide, and should not be relied upon for, accounting, 
legal, tax or investment advice. Please consult with a professional specializing in 
these areas regarding the applicability of this information to your situation.

▪ The information being provided is strictly as a courtesy. When you link to any of 
the websites provided here in this presentation, Her Retirement makes no 
representation as to the completeness or accuracy of information provided at 
these sites. Nor are we liable for any direct or indirect technical or system issues 
or any consequences arising out of your access to or your use of third-party 
technologies, sites, information and programs made available through this site. 
When you access one of these sites, you assume total responsibility and risk for 
your use of the sites you are linking to.
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Thanks for attending & 
congrats on making a 

decision to be a student & 
steward of your 

retirement, and making a
commitment to knowing 
more and having more. 

I want you to make 
informed decisions, create 

& implement a plan for 
retirement you not only 

understand, but have 100% 
confidence in. 
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I want you to make informed decisions, 
create & implement a plan for 

retirement you not only understand, 
but have 100% confidence in. 
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I’m going to ask you to step out of your 
comfort zone and try on some new ideas, 

that you may not have heard before.

The only thing I ask you is to open your 
mind and give it an honest shot and 

promise to take action.
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Let me know if 
you agree and 
if this sounds 

exciting.
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If you’re not as pumped as me, 
then you need more caffeine or 
perhaps this class isn’t for you. 

You can bow out now. No hurt feelings.
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You feedback, commitment, time and 
taking action are the best gifts to 

yourself and to me. So thank you for 
these gifts.
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And speaking of gifts…I am going to 
share a few tangible gifts at the end of 
the class so you’ll want to stick around. 

One is my Retirement Readiness Kit 
along with a couple trivia prizes and a 

couple offers too.

Can I have your permission to share 
these with you?
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If you’re on-board, I am too.
Let’s Get Her Done!
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Before we talk about me 
or the class, I want to talk 

about YOU

Why are YOU here?_____________________________

What questions do YOU have or concerns YOU want to 
address?______________________________________

What are YOU committed to changing in YOUR life and 
retirement?____________________________________

What would your best day in retirement look like?
_____________________________________________
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I haven’t done nearly
enough to prepare

for retirement. I don’t
know the questions

to ask.

I think I’m doing
ok, but not sure. And 

I want to be better 
than just ok.

I feel pretty confident 
In my readiness, but

want to know If
I could do more.

Did you take my financial readiness assessment? 

Do YOU feel ready financially for 
retirement?

(It’s normal to have an emotional reaction to this question)



Do you have a 
written retirement

plan?
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A Little Bit About 
Me, My Mom & Her 

Retirement

You Can…
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Retirement Educator, 
Researcher, Speaker, 

Podcaster, Coach

Her Retirement, Your Retirement Advisor

• Would love to have you check out my weekly 
podcast

• YouTube channel
• Join my private Her Retirement Facebook group
• Follow me on TikTok @HerRetirementor
• Connect on LinkedIN

24

https://herretirement.com/podcast-page/
https://herretirement.com/podcast-page/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCznFSpe2-6HLDw-2WStzNcQ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/herretirement
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lynntoomey/
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It’s a refreshingly novel, non-intimidating, 
judgement-free and deeply educational and 

collaborative approach to help you design and 
start living a rich, intentional life and 

retirement, however you define it (wildest 
dreams included).
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I do all this because I LOVE seeing 
women happiHER, healthiHER and 
wealthiHER. But this is the other 

reason I do what I do…
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At Her Retirement 
we are NOT financial advisors…
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We ARE RetireMentors.
We ARE your advocate.

We ARE educators. 
We ARE coaches.

We ARE matchmakers.
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My team and I are changing the 
narrative on what It means for 

women to retire with more.

Watch the HR overview video here

https://youtu.be/7GM5pBg-imo
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I want each and everyone of you to 
Know More. Get More. Keep More.

and
Have More

(however you define more).
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Our ultimate goal at Her Retirement 
is to make retirement “optional.”
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My team and I are also determined 
to make planning for retirement 

more affordable and accessible to 
more women so they actually do it 

vs. just daydreaming about it. 



Why for Women?
Because we deserve more
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There's a Whole Lotta Guys 
Getting it Wrong. The 

financial services industry 
hasn’t designed solutions 

around our needs very well.
But there’s some men & 

women getting HER right.
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There’s over 300,000 (mostly male) 
financial advisors, yet 

more than 85% of us don’t have a
retirement strategy. 90% of us have no 

idea if we’re saving enough for 
retirement.
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In an outdated and out of touch 
industry, many of us have been 

alienated, underserved and left to 
figure out all this financial and 
retirement stuff on our own.



Let’s Talk About the Good News
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Women Are Rocking It!

We’re fierce, smart, capable and determined and we get sh*t 
done. Don’t get me wrong, I love men, but I might love women 
more. And, we aren’t afraid to ask for directions. ☺

• 60% of wealth is in the hands of women
• Women are going to inherit a lion’s share of $30 trillion in 

boomer assets
• Women are primary decision makers of HH finances
• Women own more than 11 million businesses
• Women are better investors than men
• Women are graduating college at a much faster rate than men
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We’re Better Investors

● Fidelity analysis of 5.2 million customer accounts, from 2011 
to 2020: individual retirement accounts, 529 plans and basic 
brokerage accounts that individuals (not financial advisers) 
controlled, but not workplace accounts like 401(k)s.

● Over a 10-year period, its female customers earned, on 
average, 0.4 percentage points more annually than their 
male counterparts.
o May not seem like a lot, but over a few decades it can add up to 

tens of thousands of dollars or more.

14http://www.nasdaq.com/article/men-vs-women-risk-aversion-cm297364

https://www.fidelity.com/bin-public/060_www_fidelity_com/documents/about-fidelity/FidelityInvestmentsWomen&InvestingStudy2021.pdf


However, We Have Obstacles Too!
• 85% of women don’t have a written plan for retirement (and many don’t know 

what should be in a plan)
• Women live longer than men
• 80% of men die married. 80% of women die single
• The average age of a widow is 59!
• Gray divorce is 3x the rate of other age groups
• Women are twice as likely as men to live in poverty
• Women still earn $.79 to every man’s dollar
• Many women still rely on a spouse/partner for investing and retirement 

planning
• 90% of women don’t know if they’re saving enough for retirement
• We spend 15% of our working years caring for kids or parents, men spend 1.6%
• Women also lag behind men in financial literacy
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We Have Some Couple Issues Too!
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Life Expectancy 

Our longevity is both a blessing and a curse…
Women tend to live longer than men, which creates more years in 
retirement in which they must generate income.

70 percent of those ages 85+ are women according to U.S.
Census Bureau.8

According to the Social Security Administration:7

The average man turning 65 today can expect to live to age 84.3.
The average woman turning 65 today can expect to live to age 
86.6.
That’s on average an additional 27 months in retirement that 
women must plan for.

7https://www.ssa.gov/planners/lifeexpectancy.html 8https://www.census.gov/prod/2014pubs/p25-1140.pdf



Remember…

You Will Likely Be Single at Some Point in 
Your Life.

Having (or least knowing) what your 
financial plan is, is your right & your 

responsibility.
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Time Out for a Tip
Check out this 

life 
expectancy 
calculator:
Living To 100 Life 

Expectancy Calculator

https://www.livingto100.com/
https://www.livingto100.com/


Retirement Savings Gap

According to a Vanguard study, men have 50 percent higher 
balances in their retirement plans than women.

Women retire with 30% less income than men.

Even though......women are 11 percent more likely to 
participate in a retirement plan than men.

This imbalance has created a retirement savings gap between 
men and women.

10https://institutional.vanguard.com/VGApp/iip/site/institutional/researchcommentary/article/InvResWomenVsMenDCPlans



According to the Department of Labor, women are more likely

than men to work in part-time positions with no access to 

a retirement plan.

Also, according to DoL, women are more likely than men to 

interrupt their careers to care for kids or family. Women spend 

15% of their working life caring for parents or kids, while men 

spend 1.6%.

According to the White House, in 2014 women working full-

time earned 79 cents for every dollar that full-time working 

men earned.

Why Is There a Retirement Savings Gap?

https://www.dol.gov/ebsa/publications/women.html https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/issues/equal-pay



We Have Fears…

Our biggest ones are

• Running out of money in retirement
• Not being healthy enough to enjoy retirement
• Not being a burden on our family
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And Regrets…
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Biggest regrets of most older women

• I wish I spent more time with family
• I wish I took better care of myself
• I wish I saved more
• I wish I had gotten a financial plan



“Those who have a written
retirement plan have a nest egg 

445% bigger than non-planners.”
-HSBC, Future of Retirement, 2013
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Our Gaps, Risks & Realities 
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1. Planning for 
Retirement is 

Hard.
Not everyone can do it…at least 

not on their own. 
It takes a wealth of knowledge in 

many different areas. It takes 
time, commitment, consistency.  
It also takes behavior changes.



We need to be committed & 
consistent. 

We may even need to re-focus our 
behavior and form different money 

habits.



2. The biggest reasons people don’t 
change their situation, besides lack 

of knowledge, is fear & 
procrastination.

The status quo is comfortable. Ignorance is bliss.
Change takes work.



This hypothetical example of mathematical compounding is used for illustrative purposes only and does not represent any specific type of investment. 

It does not include the impact of expenses, fees, or taxes, which would have reduced the results of the illustration. Actual results will vary.

The High Cost of Waiting
Hypothetical Illustration



3. As you enter 
the income 

distribution and 
preservation 

phase of life… 
Planning is critical (it’s 
completely different 

than the growth 
phase of life).
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4. It’s Sooo 
Hard to Know 

What’s the 
Right 

Information & 
Who To Trust.
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Here’s Some Advice You May Hear…

▪ Buy an annuity

▪ Put all your money in stocks

▪ Try real estate

▪ Keep working

▪ Claim Social Security ASAP

▪ Never take a reverse mortgage

▪ Pay your mortgage off before retirement

▪ Don’t have bonds in your portfolio

▪ Take a lump sum distribution from your pension



So Much Information…

• Insurance Industry Zealots – “You Could Lose all your money in 
the market overnight.” Wealth Beyond Wall Street

• Investment Industry Zealots – “Insurance and Annuities are 
overpriced and sold by commissioned salespeople who are out to 
rob you.” Ken Fisher

Siloed, Biased and Ignorant Beliefs Can 
Hurt You.  Beware of such fear tactics!
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5. Heightened Risk Aversion

A BlackRock study of 4,000 investors found that women on average 
hold more conservative investments than male investors.

A conservative approach can sometimes be a good thing, but growth 
is also important.

Being too cautious could prevent the type of growth needed for the 
amount of retirement income desired. 

http://www.nasdaq.com/article/men-vs-women-risk-aversion-cm297364



Volatility
Sequence of return

Inflation
Interest rate

Taxes
Healthcare/LTC risk

(I have an entire online class on these risks)

6. Everyone (not just women), have to 
mitigate the following risks…



But We Have Opportunity…
Lots of It

“The best years of life are between 60 
and 70.”
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I’m Excited…
Are You?



It Starts with Prioritizing
Ourselves, Committing
to Ourselves & Planning
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Northwestern Mutual Life studied financial 
discipline and happiness.

People that were planners were 
much more likely to say there 

were happy in retirement.
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In Her Words

“A man is not a plan.”
Video

I had 3 fathers and my mom had 3 
husbands…

none of them took care of us.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/m3y0e91hbanga6k/mimi%20talk.mp4?dl=0
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Retirement Planning isn’t just 
about money

The question, How much do I need to retire 
is secondary to How do I want to live in retirement?
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What are “Her” Priorities? 
We Women Want More
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HappiHER

Life is Good.
But Retirement is 

Better.

Planning a better happiHER 
retirement is about soul 
searching and numbers 

crunching
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HealthiHER

96% of retirees say 
health is more 
important than 

wealth.
“People spend their 
health trying to gain 

wealth. And then 
often spend their 

wealth trying to gain 
their health.”

Planning a HealthiHER 
retirement is about 

protecting you vitality & 
keeping healthcare costs 

down.
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WealthiHER

Retirement is about 
income, not assets.

Planning a WealthiHER 
retirement is about creating 
income for life & protecting 

from risks.
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I believe what we really want more 
of is freedom and independence to 

pursue life on our own terms.
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Money is Just a Tool that Helps Us 
Achieve Our Dreams.
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But lack of it is what 61% of us fear
more than dying.
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51% of people over 65 want 
non-financial advice along with

40% of clients with $1M+



And most financial advisors don’t have the 
non-financial conversation, how do you want 

to live in retirement?

This is really life planning with a focus on 
retirement.
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There’s Two Parts to Retirement 
Planning:

Non-Financial & Financial
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Starts with Knowing Your Values
When you know your values, it’s easier to make decisions.

Security

Control

Freedom

Fun

Safety

Options

Personal Strength

Power

Influence

Peace

Good Health

Not being a burden on my kids

Time with family

Time with my friends

Ability to volunteer

Write here_________________________________
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Deathbed Regret List
The most efficient and illuminating process I've discovered for defining and clarifying 
the core values with which we should live our lives. It forces you to begin with the end 
in mind.

The exercise has three key steps:

List Your Regrets: Make a list of your most likely deathbed regrets. What are the things you know 
you'd regret on your deathbed? This is deeply personal—don't write down what you think you 
should say, write down what you will actually regret. This is an exercise for you, not for anyone 
else.

Establish Your Values: Formulate a set of 3-5 core personal values that are highlighted by your 
regret list. What are the common themes of the regrets you listed? These common themes are 
likely to shine a light on the things you value most deeply in life.

Determine Your Actions: For each core personal value, determine the actions you can take today to 
behave in line with that value (and avoid the eventual regrets). Are you currently acting in line 
with these values, or in a manner inconsistent with these values? Be honest. If you continue on 
your current path, will you have these regrets? If so, what changes need to be made to avoid 
them? How can you redesign your life to avoid these regrets?
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Example Deathbed Regrets
Deathbed Regret: Not spending enough time with my kids during the Magic Years.

Deathbed Regret: Not spending enough time with my parents during their remaining years.

Deathbed Regret: Not training my body and mind during my middle years.

Deathbed Regret: Allowing true friendships to atrophy over time.

Deathbed Regret: Letting money control my life.

Deathbed Regret: Allowing true friendships to atrophy over time.

Deathbed Regret: Allowing negativity to linger in my life.

Deathbed Regret: Not leaving something that lasts beyond my life.

Deathbed Regret: Wasting precious time stressing about stupid little things.

Deathbed Regret: Not working on things I consider meaningful.

Deathbed Regret: Allowing my quest for more to distract me from the beauty of enough.
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A Whole Host of Non-Financial
Questions?

Am I Emotionally Ready for Retirement?

Am I Physically Ready for Retirement?

How Will I Spend My Time?

What’s My Retirement Purpose?

What Are My Real Retirement Goals?

Who Will I Interact With the Most?

How Am I Protecting My Vitality?

How Will I Contribute in Retirement?

What’s the Biggest Challenge I’ll Overcome in Retirement?

Note: if you’re partnered up, it’s CRITICAL to discuss each of your values, and 

get on same page or compromise.



▪ Financial independence 
▪ Freedom to travel, pursue 

hobbies
▪ Ability to live where you want 

(e.g., in current home, vacation 
home)

▪ Opportunity to provide 
financially for children or 
grandchildren

It’s important to take the time to 
determine you (and your spouse’s 

“why” in retirement)
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Envision Your Retirement
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What are you “retiring to”?
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• Among non-retired Americans, only 18% have “very seriously” 
envisioned life in retirement

• 37% have “somewhat seriously” contemplated the topic.
• 45% have “not very seriously” or “not at all seriously” envisioned 

life in retirement or simply “don’t know.” 

Have You Envisioned Your 
Retirement?
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Your well-being & quality of life in 
retirement is proportional to the 

available resources (including but 
not limited to finances).
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I know most of us desire to keep 
the same or better standard of 

living in retirement. This is one of 
the main goals of our financial plan
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We need focus on things we can 
control, because we’ll never be able 
to control the challenges unique to 
us women and inflation, the stock 
market, interest rates and taxes.
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I “had” money…lots of it, but I 
didn’t have a plan
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Hopefully, This Isn’t 
Your Idea of 
Planning…

😀
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A plan you not only 
understand, but have 100% 

confidence in.
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And the right retirement plan is more 
than a 401k or an investment strategy.
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The right retirement plan incorporates 
the financial and non-financial strategies 

to help you live a better, more 
intentional and financially secure 

retirement.



The number one financial concern 
for people of working age, at 64%: 

Do I/will I have enough saved for retirement?
More than 80% of baby boomers haven’t calculated how 

much they need for retirement. They have no idea if they have 
a gap…many do. It’s critical to find out and then take steps to 

try and fill the gap…before it’s too late.



So What Does a COMPLETE 
Retirement Plan Look Like?

✓ It’s more than a 401k or an investment strategy
✓ Protects you, your family and heirs from “personal” 

challenges and risks
✓ Make what you have more efficient & sustainable
✓ Tries to help you avoid running out of money
✓ Protects you against market downturns
✓ Positions you to take advantage of market growth
✓ Allows you to keep more of what you have
✓ Always have a Plan B
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Financial questions your retirement 
plan must address…



How to Create & Implement Your Plan

Artwork by my 
daughter Kate



This might not be the best plan either…



Build Your Plan with these Steps
❑ Enjoy life NOW & get serious about physical and mental health
❑ Pre-Retirement Optimization 
❑ Consider your goals/lifestyle desires and challenges/risks
❑ Use the Retirement Readiness Platform to take an inventory and 

understand possible gaps
❑ Determine your income creation and distribution plan

❑ Identify sources of income & expenses
❑ Address any gap
❑ Refine your retirement portfolio to balance growth & 

guarantees
❑ Understand fees and portfolio costs
❑ Choose tax efficient withdrawals

❑ Determine your income protection plan
❑ Get Reliable Guidance

103
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Take a “Safety First” 
approach to planning 

your retirement

I believe in a safety first approach 
to retirement planning.

Homework: listen to this podcast 

Personal Pension & Protection PlanTM

https://herretirement.com/2022/08/25/episode-65-dont-worry-retire-happy-with-tom-hegna/?fbclid=IwAR0sdrRHd9b1QEryNIiE9kZ3Ppxt4xt4IDWY3G0I6yWN4srW-ciixiFVxZ4


Retirement Readiness Roadmap
❑ Use the Retirement Readiness Platform to Take an Inventory and 

Understand Possible Gaps
❑ Get serious about physical and mental health
❑ Pre-Retirement Optimization 
❑ Consider your goals/lifestyle desires
❑ Understand & address risks
❑ Create your Income Distribution Plan

❑ Identify sources of income & expenses
❑ Address any gap
❑ Refine your retirement portfolio to balance growth & guarantees
❑ Understand fees and portfolio costs
❑ Choose tax efficient withdrawals

❑ Create your Income Protection Plan and a Retirement Plan with 
H.E.R.O.S.

❑ Take action



Steps You Can Take Now to Protect 
You & Your Family

Note: you should consult a retirement specialist for advice on many of these ideas

❑ Have your 2022 tax return reviewed for any tax planning for 2023
❑ Continue to contribute to your retirement plan
❑ Review your budget and make adjustments to unnecessary expenses…cash 

flow is king
❑ Consider refinancing your mortgage or other debt
❑ Have a plan for emergency healthcare
❑ Start funding a Roth
❑ Start funding an HSA
❑ Make sure you have your will and trusts in place
❑ Now, is a perfect time to get your “retirement” plan created



▪ iBonds, CDs or High yield savings accounts (check 
Bankrate.com)

▪ Transfer high balance credit cards to 0% APR

▪ Indexed annuities…cannot go down. Cap rates 10%

▪ Buy more stocks while the market is down

▪ Reduce expenses

Ways to Combat Inflation Now
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BONUS:
How Do I Know What Type of Advisor I 
Need to Help Me With All of This Stuff?
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• How confident are you in your current financial plan?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

• How confident are you in your retirement plan (savings & investments, 
taxes, insurance, home equity, healthcare, estate planning)?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

• How confident are you in the amount of savings and investments you have 
for retirement?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

• How confident are you in determining your retirement income distribution 
strategy (while minimizing taxes)?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

Advisor Suitability Quiz
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• How confident are you in making your own short term and long term investment 
decisions (and not making knee jerk reactions) in market downturns?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

• How confident are you in your portfolio allocations to balance growth and protection 
(right ratio to protect against short term and long term volatility)?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

• How confident are you in determining the right Social Security claiming strategy to 
maximize your benefit in light of all your other income sources?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

• How confident are you in understanding how your home equity can be used in 
retirement?
1-CONFIDENT2-SOMEWHAT CONFIDENT3-NOT CONFIDENT

Total Score . If you score anywhere from 14-24, it's likely that a 
financial/retirement advisor will be able to improve your retirement outcome.

Advisor Suitability Quiz
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It’s the decisions we 
make, followed by the 
actions we take, that 
dictate who we are 
and what we can 

become.
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Can I Share a Suggestion for a Couple 
Actions You Can Take? 
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Join My Membership Community

#RetireTogethHER
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RetireTogethHER



Roadmap to Retirement Readiness

Personal Pension & Protection Plan with H.E.R.O.S.
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& Your
Control 
Center
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Other Benefits of Membership
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• One monthly group live “coaching” session
• One year access to the HR software
• HUGE vault of retirement resources
• Am I Ready for Retirement assessment
• 6 Hour Retirement Planning Masterclass
• Unlimited access to all online webinars and materials
• Access to private FB community
• Discount to a financial plan
• Discounted tax Plan
• Discounted Trust & Will
• Discounted Healthcare Planning
• Access to network of experts
• Her Retirement book & other goodies
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Benefits…classes, coaching & more..
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0

Sample 
Financial Plan
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Resources
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3
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• Initial Am I Ready Assessment $1,000 value
• One monthly group live “coaching” session $1,800 value
• One year access to the HR software $96 value
• HUGE vault of retirement resources $1,000 value
• 6 Hour Retirement Planning Masterclass $300 value
• Unlimited access to all online webinars and materials $1,000 value
• Access to private FB community $invaluable
• Discount to a financial plan $500
• Discounted tax plan $200
• Discounted trust & will $50
• Discounted healthcare/Medicare planning $50
• Discounted access to Her Retirement coaches $100
• Access to network of experts $invaluable
• Her Retirement book & other goodies $100

Over $6,000+ of value for only $97/month
SIGN UP HERE

https://herretirement.com/platinum-sign-up/
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2. Find Out if You’re Retirement 
Ready…Complimentary Financial & 

Non-Financial Assessment
www.GetHerDoneChat.com

http://www.getherdonechat.com/
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Or, if you’re already retired, I can 
help you improve your retirement.



Let’s meet Jane…she’s sitting pretty (literally) because 
she followed the process, planned around the challenges 

and feels more confident.



This is Sue…she didn’t. 
She’s still stressed, worrying and wondering. 



Do You Want to Be 
Jane or Sue?

Take action and hold yourself 
accountable. This class and our 

platform can help get you started. 
Our coaching can keep you going 
and hold you accountable while 

also connecting you to the 
resources you need.



“I’ve learned, through my 

own trials, that when 

you’re genuinely ready to 

be the woman that you 

want to be, you’ll drop all 

of the excuses you once 

had, and start making the 

moves that you need to 

make to become her.”

www.HerRetirement.com



What Did You Think 
of Today’s Class?



Take-Aways from Today’s Class
Prize to the person that can name one that resonated with you the 

most?



Can You Name One of the Key 
Challenges We Women Face?? 
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Retirement Readiness Kit
Link coming via email



Thank you for joining me.
HappiHER. HealthiHER. WealthiHER.

Let’s Get Her Done. 



Get more support, information and inspiration 
from my podcast, Youtube channel and private FB group



Links…
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• Her Retirement Website
• Retirement Solved Readiness Platform
• Lynn’s Blog & Podcast
• Lynn’s Private Her Retirement Facebook group
• Lynn’s Youtube Channel 
• Coming Soon: Lynn’s book

https://www.herretirement.com/
https://herretirement.com/platform/home.php
https://herretirement.com/blog-news/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/herretirement
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCznFSpe2-6HLDw-2WStzNcQ
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